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and to reach women in other parts of the world. (The “Voice of Women" is also 
to other peace groups in this country, loosely linked as the Canadian 

Peace Alliance).
Where else are North-American women in this war while Iraqi and Kuwaiti 

women are caught in the midst of the “strategy" of “carpet-bombing"?
Well, we are present as “symbol” within the “myth" (a story which explains the 

beliefs of a nation) of war. For instance, as George Lakoff (Linguistics 
Department, Berkeley), in his in-depth analysis “The Metaphor System Used to 
Justify War in the Gulf", points out: “American officials, in speaking of the4 rape’ 
of Kuwait, are conceptualizing a weak, defenseless country as female" (page 9, 

recently faxed to North American Universities). This conception of Kuwait 
allows President Bush to declare before a group of National Religious Broad
casters that “the use of force is moral" because Saddam Hussein “raped and 
pillaged Kuwait”. But - “to reinstate ‘the legitimate government of Kuwait’ ... 
means reinstating an absolute monarchy, where women are not accorded anything 
resembling reasonable rights, and where 80% of the people living in the country 
are foreign workers who do the dirtiest jobs and are not accorded the opportunity 
to become citizens" (Lakoff 11).

Women appear «iso in the mass media. Our role is. as in previous wars, to keep 
the home fires burning”. The U.S. networks featured, in the first week of the war, 
“cameo” shots of the “woman on the street": these women plead with viewers to , 
support the troops. This became the “rallying cry" of Canadian politicians: 
“support our troops". But - as citizens of the world (and this is not pacifist 
sentimentality; this is a term our legitimate political leaders have used) we are 
collectively responsible for this war. Women could conceivably be willing to 
accept a different responsibility - that of the creation of a world society in which 
war is simply not part of the agenda, though conflict always will be. A sixties 
slogan “war does not create peace, peace does” might be the dominant women’s 
voice. Or as one unknown 1991 protester put it “just as we care about all peoples 
of the world, we support our troops... that is why we want to bring them home”.

Stereotypically - as “weak”; as “mother" where mother is linked with savagery 
(Saddam’s “Mother of All Battles”); as the beneficiaries of the killing, who 
passively wait for “our boys" to sacrifice their lives to make “our" world safe (or, 
conversely, marginalized as overly emotional “peaceniks” when female emo
tionalism does not serve to support the war) - these are some of the LAST ways 
I think most women want to be involved in this crisis.

Women, themselves, must create a women’s participation in writing the history 
of these critical times... and we must, ourselves, legitimize that participation; that 

voice...
The debate is not, and particularly at this time should not be - do women speak 

with‘one voice”-the concern is: where are the voices - let us speak as women 
. and then, we can see what we are... and what we can offer the world.
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Oman's voice in the Gulf Crisis? as

a fait accompli) felt, to me, to be again a historical moment... even as 
the Liberal Party’s “official position" in the debate began to creep into 
her speech.

Saturday, 2:40 ajn. our time, Marlene Catterall (Liberal) spoke - it 
seemed she was very deliberately, and eloquently, speaking as a 
woman. She spoke of phoning her grown children to say she was sorry 
tyrans/» Canada’ participation in the war was by “fiat", not vote. 
V( icing her “disdain" for this, she went on to address a “larger 
question” - who are the countries who prosper from weapons produc
tion? She questioned - “have we seen one dead child?" and “how 
many wars do we have to have to end all wars?" She made a plea that 
we “put aside centuries of belief that reason makes us civilized..."

Ray Skelly (NDP) strongly supported Catterall, calling hers a 
“magnificent speech". He suggested that there was perhaps a need for 
more women in the house and thanked the individual women, who had 
“spoken so strongly", for helping to “give a voice to Canadians”.

My feeling, through the long night of this debate, was that while the 
discussion to a large extent wallowed in petty party-line arguments 
(perhaps understandable given the frustrations of arguing the question 
of Canada’s commitment to a war we were already committed to), the 
women were consistently attempting to broaden the perspective ... 
were courageously stating and trying to draw forth truths embedded 
in the reality of Canada’s actions. I applaud these women’s courage. 
I also question whether their very special courage will be supported.

It has been suggested that women’s groups, some already very 
effectively organized on the international level, may help lead the way 
in empowering pacifism in this time of crisis. The Canadian “Voice 
of Women", for instance, is “a national network of women, linked 
with other women in Canada, globally working together (since 1960) 
to gmt» n peaceful, just and healthy world". Fredericton’s “Voice of 
Women" reacted instantly to the “Gulf" crisis, which is a world crisis 
and a rftn»riian crisis, and has held peace rallies and, last Friday, a 
twelve-hour peace vigil.

As women we can support such groups: there is a forum here for 
the voices of individu*» Canadian women to reach out to one another
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Women stiKt««g might find a forum for their concerns in the present crisis 

within the group which is forming on our campuses for the purposes of supporting 
and articulating “alternative voices”. This group will hold an informal organi
zational session this Saturday, meeting at 1 pm. in the cafeteria of Sl Thomas

University.. Her expression of women
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